Consent form

If you give your consent, Kela will send any vouchers granted for taxi journeys which are covered by the Health Insurance Act electronically to the dispatch centre for Kela taxis. At the same time, Kela will provide the dispatch centre with the following information:

– an identifier for your voucher and its date of expiry
– the start and end points of your journey
– confirmation that no copayment will be charged.

Giving the consent is voluntary. Whether or not you give your consent does not affect your entitlement to basic social assistance or your right to receive a voucher for travel costs. If you are granted a voucher for your travel costs but do not give your consent to the use of an electronic voucher, Kela will issue a paper voucher.

Your consent is generally valid for one calendar year at a time, but you can specify a shorter period of validity. You can also withdraw your consent by informing Kela. Once Kela has received your message indicating that you wish to withdraw your consent, your voucher details will no longer be sent to the dispatch centre.